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PDF Architect is a useful tool with several options for editing PDF documents. However, to use them all, you have to pay different prices. PDF Architect is an editor with numerous features to use. They're behind different paywalls. Architect has all the simple tools you need for easy file change. However,
the more advanced options are inaccessible unless you make money on their way. This is frustrating because most programs come with everything you need without a price tag. The first layer has the naked essence. You read each PDF document and create it from more than 300 sources. You also
merge and rotate pages. If you need more, this is where you need to start paying. These features include the choice to edit text directly in PDF, so you can quickly fill in documents. You also convert documents to Excel, Word, or other file types and insert hyperlinks and pages. You can also view
documents and add stamps, secure PDFs with 256-bit security, and use the signature feature. There are also professional templates to create forms quickly. You take these from scratch, as well. You convert images in PDFs to text and implement the search function. The scanned documents are easy to
read and the whole process is a piece of cake. All in all, there is plenty to enjoy with this application. However, boundaries placed behind paywalls make it a lesser option when there are so many free alternatives to choose from. Where to run this program? PDF Architect is available for Windows 7 to
Windows 10. Is there a better alternative? Yes. There are other similar PDF editors that are freemium, such as PDFsam and Smallpdf. Architect has billing levels where different layers unlock unique features. PDF Architect 7 has a ton of great tools and a wonderful interface to boot. However, in a world
where most apps are free, there are plenty of equally powerful alternatives that work just as well. Do you need to download it? Yes. If you are looking for a good PDF editor with different price tags, then this app is a decent choice. Import and edit PDF files the way you want. Get creative and create
unique PDF files, with few restrictions. Edit, create, and explore the wide range of tools that come with this PDF editor. Let your imagination run wild and add images, text, and colors to your files. Desygner's PDF editor is bursting with tools to help you get the perfect PDF image or file. Browse the
collection of royalty-free images and text. This app makes it easy to drag and drop images in your file and move them across the page. It certainly beats traditional PDF editors that only offer simple text features. With the editor you all change and delete your PDF file. Adding content isn't the only task you
do with this software. You even delete text or images from the file itself. Again, the process is relatively simple and makes this program distinct from similar software, such as Xodo.The cloud sync functionality is useful; useful; can work from any place and on any device. This is perfect for people who are
constantly shuffling through workplaces or traveling. You simply log into the website to access the latest cloud version. The software is second to none in the tools it offers, but it comes at a cost. A paid subscription is required to use the PDF editor. You also need to buy an extra set of credits. Fortunately,
there are free credits that come with the download, so you don't have to fork too much. Where to run this program? This app from Desygner is only available for Android 6.0 and later. Is there a better alternative? No. You won't find better software for editing PDF files. It is rich and has plenty of tools
available on your handheld device. If you want a free editing tool, try OfficeSuite.It is an impressive program with a bundle of tools and editing resources. As a paid service, it's worth the price. There aren't many PDF editors who offer as much flexibility and creativity as this one. Do you need to download
it? Yes, you should definitely download it. It is easy to use and gives you complete dominion over your PDF files. Hexeditor is an app designed to access and edit hex data. With this app you can explore all the information on your phone and change it for every purpose you come up with. Open, edit, and
debug all information on your phone. If you are a programmer, have problems with your phone, or just want to cheat in a few games on your phone, this application will catch your eye. It's a free option for opening and editing raw content in files. Hexeditor makes it easy to do this. When you open this
application, you will see a simple format. It's easy to understand what each icon is supposed to do. Opening file information is also a piece of cake. It's a built-in mechanism and doesn't require you to send the file to the app. Once you have access to the content you want, it will appear in a clean and
organized installation. Each segment of the data is organized into columns and is easy to understand. Certainly, access to this data can be useful for finding file types, among other things. But, there is something to be said about how easy they are to edit. If you are looking to gain an advantage over other
players with a high score, or another point system, Hexeditor makes it easy. Customize the information and press save the icon, and you're ready to go. Although the basic interface is comfortable, it is frustrating that you do not change the font size. Also when working with more complex files, pop-up ads
become a heavy nuisance. They stand in the way of everything you try to do with the app. Hexeditor also always opens data for editing. Sure, you have the information but a different style of doing would be a little better. This may be why many files take so long to open in this application. Where to run this
program? This program requires Android 4.0 and up to run. Is there a better alternative? Yes. The hex editor you choose will depend on your specific needs from the program. Unlike HexEditor, HxD's system works faster when opening files and splitting and shredding files. The basic function of the app is
useful and quite user-friendly (for those who know how to use it!), but it lacks the refinement to smooth script files. Do you need to download it? No. There are better-functioning Hex Editor apps that won't interrupt your work with annoying ads. Turn to the best PDF editors when you have a file that you
need to change, annotate, or otherwise improve. But which of the many editors out there is best for the task at hand? PDF files can generally be persistent - designed to be read and to preserve the types of good design and page layout you'd expect from print media, such as magazines and newspapers.
But with the best PDF editor, you can make changes to the immutable, with tools that recognize text in scanned documents and help you edit text and images. If leaving notes is more your jam, using PDF annotation programs to highlight files and create them formats so someone else can update the
original. Want to find a PDF editor that can handle all that? Don't worry - we've tested more than half a dozen different options to create a list of the best PDF editors for changing text, changing images, and leaving notes in documents. This is what we found. What is the best PDF editor? When you need
to edit documents, the best PDF editor is Smileonmymac's PDFpenPro 11 - at least on the Mac - thanks to its many features and excellent optical character recognition (OCR) capabilities. The app also lets you create PDFs, content forms, and content tables when you need creating and annotating tools.
Although that's great if you have a Mac, what about the rest of us? Windows users (or Mac users considering an alternative) should turn to Adobe Acrobat Pro DC, which also features an impressive toolkit. We also love Acrobat Pro's OCR capabilities, including how easy it is to edit scanned text. If you
prefer free software, though, give PDF Candy a try. The text editing tools are a bit limited, but it excels at converting and creating files. In fact, in our ranking of the best free PDF editors, PDF Candy checks in at number 1.If you're just looking to annotate documents, Mac users need wander no further than
the Preview app built into macOS – Apple's Preview is easy to operate and it's free. So is PDFescape, and since this browser-based tool works with everything from Chrome to Firefox, it's the best PDF annotation tool you can use for free. In addition to these recommendations, we also have PDF
PDFeleement Pro and Sejda PDF Desktop Pro tested. Each app has its strengths, but in the end there are too many quirks for those programs to be higher on our list of the best PDF editors. The best PDF editors you buy today (Image Credit: Tom's Guide)Cost: $129 | Developer: SmileOnMyMac |
Compatibility: macOS | Category: PDF PDF OCRBroadcast set of editing and annotation toolEditing OCR'd text is not always cleanPDFpenPro is a macOS-only PDF editor that has been available for the Mac for many years. It is also available in a less expensive version with fewer editing options. (That
version, PDFpen is available for mac and iOS devices.) PDFpenPro is a standout for Mac users thanks to its solid features, not the least of which is an excellent OCR engine. With full editing of PDF documents, you make text changes and replace images in PDF documents. In addition, you create PDFs
from scratch, create or edit forms, and create content tables for your PDF documents. The application's OCR tools are rock solid. When you open an existing PDF file in PDFpenPro, the application automatically detects whether the document you're working with is a scanned image or already contains
selectable text. If it's the first, the application will ask if you want to recognize the text on the page. Even with large 400-page documents, PDFpenPro seamlessly processed text recognition in a matter of minutes, making the text searchable and editable. That said, editing recognized text isn't as easy as
editing text in an unse scanned document. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) Cost: $180 (annual subscription) | Developer: Adobe | Compatibility: macOS, Windows | Category: PDF editorFull PDF editing and annotation toolExcellent OCRAmateurish and cluttered user interface feels unfinishedYYYY you
would expect Adobe Acrobat Pro DC to be great because it comes from Adobe, the birthplace of portable document format. (Yup, that's what PDF stands for.) And to some extent, this full-service PDF editing application meets that expectation. Acrobat Pro DC offers a complete set of PDF editing tools and
even edit scanned documents. Acrobat DC's OCR engine can convert scanned documents to text, which you then search and change. However, Acrobat does not offer to convert a full document at the time you open it; Instead, the app waits until you start using pro dc's editing tools and recognizes and
converts the pages as you select them for editing. Changing text in an OCR'd document was easy and the results looked great. It's also easy to edit images and text in documents you haven't scanned. I was able to make changes to anything with zero problems. What I don't like about Acrobat Pro DC is
the interface. It feels like a half realized demo of what the app might be. Editing tools surround your document, and the user interface feels disorganized and offers few options for customization. Because it's designed to work on both Macs and PCs, Acrobat Pro DC looks like it doesn't belong in either
environment. This makes this not bad at what it's supposed to do; it makes you feel like you're working outside of your chosen OS.(Image credit: PDF Candy)Cost: Free | Developer: Icecream Apps | Compatibility: Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Opera, Safari | Category: OCR, PDF editing, file conversionOCR file
conversionOCR features for converting, creating filesSolid layout tools for PDFsLimited text editing featuresOur new choice for the best free PDF editor is PDF Candy, because it offers something many free options do not - an OCR feature for scanning text. You don't edit OCR'd text in this web-based
PDF editor, but you upload and extract PDF files and extract text and create a text document, RTF file, or Word document in both .doc and .docx formats. Choose from 44 tools to create or convert PDF files. It's also easy to rearrange pages in a document, add watermarks, secure PDF files with
passcodes, edit metadata in a PDF file, split or add pages to documents, and extract images. Actual text editing is quite limited, providing the trade-off you make to enjoy a fairly feature-rich free PDF editor. Once you've done your edits in PDF Candy, download the edited document or upload a new
document to work on. PDF Candy keeps all your documents in the queue, so you download them all at once after you've finished making changes to these documents. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) Cost: Free, $36/year for premium account | Developer: Red Software | Compatibility: Chrome, Firefox, Edge,
Opera, Safari | Category: PDF annotationWeb-based annotation tools are easy to understand, and to useExceptively limited font options when you add textPDFescape is a basic PDF editing and annotation program that you use for free to work on PDF documents that are smaller than 10 MB or 100
pages, depending on which one is larger. (PDFescape used to limit you to 50 pages, so the higher limit is a welcome change.) If you need to edit larger files, you upgrade to a premium account for $36 per year. PDFescape is accessible through any modern web browser and does not offer OCR
capabilities such as PDF Candy. But PDFescape's annotation tools are easy to use. You'll find a pretty solid set of standard annotation tools that can easily add, highlight, and strike through text; insert notes; or otherwise highlight the pages of your PDF file. The web app's insertion tools also add new
images and text to a document, add text from white and web links, and form fields. PDFescape has some important limitations in adding new text. Because there are no OCR capabilities, you don't make changes to existing text. you are limited to adding new text to an existing document. In addition, the
app has very limited font options because it doesn't use fonts from your computer. So you are limited to Arial, Courier New, Times New Roman, Verdana and a Signature font for signing documents. (Image Tom's Guide) Cost: Free | Developer: Apple | Compatibility: macOS | Category: PDF
annotationExcellent Annotation ToolsEasy-to-use signature captureMarkup features are often available in other appsThe placement of annotation tools is not obviousApple's Preview app is built into macOS and provides a minimalist but valuable set of tools for highlighting a PDF file. You won't find a full
PDF edit here. But if you have a basic set of For highlighting or editing text, taking notes, or adding comments to a document, you probably don't need much more than what's already available on your Mac.Preview formatting tools are hidden when you first open a PDF document. To see them, you need
to look for the small pencil icon that appears near the Spotlight search bar at the top of the PDF document toolbar. When you click, you'll see a small set of tools that you use to select text and add objects, text, or notes to your document. The app's standout feature is a signature tool that you use to save a
signature that you create with your trackpad or scan with your Mac's iSight camera. You can then easily add that signature to a document by clicking the Example Signature tool. Simple and easy to use once you set it up, Preview's signature feature proves its usefulness every time a digital document
requires your John Hancock. One final note for macOS Mojave users: You can access all of Preview's editing tools without opening Preview. Use QuickLook to view a PDF, and then go to the Highlight button in that mode. This summer, Apple released a public beta for macOS Big Sur, and we're expecting
the final version of the new Mac software now that it's fall. Preview changes are minimal in macOS Big Sur, so expect the same make-up tools as before. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) Cost: $80 | Developer: Readdle | Compatibility: macOS | Category: PDF editorClean, user-friendly interfaceEditing tools
appear when you need them and hide when you're not processing large filesForecaan's macOS-only PDF expert is a popular PDF editing tool that lets you make changes to text in PDF documents, including by deleting and replacing images, updating text, and adding text yourself. PDF expert lacks OCR
capabilities, so if you want to edit text in scanned documents, look beyond this program. Of all the apps I've tested, PDF Expert has the cleanest interface and was therefore the most enjoyable to use. Two tabs appear at the top of the screen: Annotate and edit. If you click on one of these tabs, you have a
suitable selection of tools to perform annotation or editing tasks. PDF Expert's editing tools are flawless. Click text in your PDF and text editing tools will slip so you can make changes. Select an image and tools appear to change the image. Move or delete selected text anywhere on the page you want.
PDF Expert struggles with large documents; otherwise this would be my top choice for both and Windows. But every time I tried to open my nearly 450 page test file, PDF Expert hung up. Until this program behaves more reliably, look elsewhere if you tend to work with larger documents. (Image credit:
Tom's Guide) Cost: $129 (annual subscription) | Developer: Wondershare | Compatibility: macOS, Windows | Category: PDF editorOpen and recognized text in each documentBizarre text editing behaviorWondershare's PDFelement Pro is a full full editor with an OCR engine for recognizing scanned text
and a standard set of tools. Fill out forms, annotate documents, create and add signatures, and edit images in a document. PDFelement had no problem opening everything I threw at it, including scanned documents, large files and image-heavy PDFs. Once documents are open, PDFelement Pro
provides a fairly simple interface, with a set of tools on the left side of your document that are easy to figure out. Just select a tool and you'll get to work to make changes to the file. Editing images, adding signatures, and using annotations in the application all worked as planned, but I did experience some
strange behavior when I was editing or adding text with PDFelement Pro. In particular, when I was editing existing text in a document, the application wanted to make the text bold and would not allow me to change the content back to regular text. Even when I fed new text boxes, my own text was not
displayed normally; the program always added a space after I typed an apostrophe. And the program played my Mac's system beep constantly as I typed. That's both annoying and not optimal. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) Cost: $63 (annual subscription) | Developer: Sejda | Compatibility: macOS,
Windows | Category: PDF annotationsCan edit text, but on a limited basis You can add images and annotate your documents more limited featuresParagraphs are treated as separate lines of textCan't delete or edit existing imagesSejda is a web-based PDF editing application that works on any operating
system with a modern web browser. A desktop version converts that web interface into something that runs on your computer. You use a free version of Sejda, but it limits the number of daily tasks you perform and the size of the documents you open. To get the most out of the program, you can buy an
annual license for $63; a perpetual license is a one-time payment of $95. You also buy a weekly pass for $8 if you have a one-time project for which Sejda.Sejda doesn't need an OCR engine, so you don't use this app to edit PDF files made from scanned documents. You only edit PDF files that already
have selectable text. To edit your PDF file, upload it to the Sejda website and use the toolbar at the top of the page to choose your tools. You'll find tools for editing text, adding links, adding form fields and images, and signing or annotating your document. Al Sejda's tool is rudimentary at best. The app
breaks down each line of text in the document into a single text item, so you don't edit text. When you edit existing text, remnants of the previous text often remain in the document. Sejda lets you add new images to a document, but you don't use the app to edit or delete existing images. Sejda isn't a great
app, but it works in a pinch when you need to make a quick change to an existing PDF document and you don't have any other tools at hand. Choose the best PDF editor youThe first question you should ask yourself is what you actually need a PDF editor for. If it's just to highlight documents and add
digital signatures, PDF annotation software will better meet your needs. And since there are several fine PDF annotation programs available for free, you save yourself some money. (As we said, Mac users can save even more time because the Preview app on their computers includes marker and
signature tools.) If you're in the market for a full-fledged PDF editor - one that lets you manipulate text and create documents - you'll consider what kind of features you need for PDF editing. Applications with good OCR capabilities are likely to cost more; if you don't need OCR, though, it's possible to do it
with a free PDF editor. While PDF editors are ideal for introducing changes or notes to documents, they're not necessary if you just want to read a PDF. For that, we have a list of the best PDF readers you download. How we test PDF editorsWe look at both PDF editors and PDF annotation applications.
Any PDF editor can also annotate documents, but special PDF annotation tools are not designed to make changes to any of the original context in a PDF document. While testing each of these applications, I used a few different types of documents, including large, text-heavy files; documents with a mix of
formatted images and text; and simple documents with text and images inserted linearly into the document. I tested features like text recognition (when it was supported), and I tried to make changes to text, replace and add images, and add annotations. Best all-in-one printersBest cable modems
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